Regional anesthesia for an upper extremity amputation for palliative care in a patient with end-stage osteosarcoma complicated by a large anterior mediastinal mass
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Abstract: Tumor progression during end-of-life care can lead to significant pain, which at times may be refractory to routine analgesic techniques. Although regional anesthesia is commonly used for postoperative pain care, there is limited experience with its use during home hospice care. We present a 24-year-old male with end-stage metastatic osteosarcoma who required anesthetic care for a right-sided above-the-elbow amputation. The anesthetic management was complicated by the presence of a large mediastinal mass, limited pulmonary reserve, and severe chronic pain with a high preoperative opioid requirement. Intraoperative anesthesia and postoperative pain management were provided by regional anesthesia using an interscalene catheter. He was discharged home with the interscalene catheter in place with a continuous local anesthetic infusion that allowed weaning of his chronic opioid medications and the provision of effective pain control. The perioperative applications of regional anesthesia in palliative and home hospice care are discussed.
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Introduction
Osteosarcoma is the most common malignant bone tumor in children and young adults, having a peak incidence in the second decade and the sixth decade or later, thereby representing a bimodal distribution.¹⁻³ Approximately 800 cases of osteosarcomas are diagnosed in the US every year. Metaphyseal regions of the distal femur, proximal tibia, and proximal humerus are frequent sites of origin. Approximately 90% of the metastasis occurs in the lungs, and 10%–15% of patients have detectable metastases at the time of diagnosis. Today, 90%–95% of patients with osteosarcoma can be treated with limb-sparing surgery, and 60%–80% of patients with localized disease are long-term survivors. Despite the improvements in care, disease progression and metastatic disease can lead to debilitating consequences and death. During the terminal stages of the disease, local and metastatic disease may result in significant pain that is refractory to conventional oral and intravenous opioids.

We present a 24-year-old male with end-stage metastatic osteosarcoma who required anesthetic care for a right-sided above-the-elbow amputation. The anesthetic management was complicated by the presence of a large mediastinal mass, limited pulmonary reserve, and severe chronic pain with a high preoperative opioid requirement. Intraoperative surgical anesthesia and postoperative pain management were provided by regional anesthesia using an interscalene catheter. The perioperative
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applications of regional anesthesia in palliative and home hospice care are discussed.

**Case**

Institutional Review Board approval is not required at Nationwide Children’s Hospital (Columbus, OH, USA) for the presentation of single case report. The patient was a 24-year-old, 79 kg male who presented for a palliative right-sided, above-the-elbow amputation for recurrent osteosarcoma of the right arm with intractable pain. His medical history was significant for osteosarcoma of the right distal radius with metastatic disease to the lungs, status after two cycles of palliative chemotherapy that included methotrexate, doxorubicin, and cisplatin. He previously had undergone a right below-the-elbow amputation. At the time of presentation, he had electively discontinued his palliative chemotherapy. He presented with local progression of the tumor into the humerus and axilla as well as progression of the lung metastases with severe pain in the affected extremity. The right arm mass measured 15 cm × 14 cm × 18 cm (Figure 1). He was being followed by the palliative care service and requested surgical options for treatment of his pain. Computed tomography demonstrated an 8.1 cm × 6.8 cm × 6.4 cm anterior mediastinal mass at the level of the transverse aortic arch with severely narrowed left innominate vein with dilated collateral vessels and displaced left pulmonary artery (Figure 2). He also had a left inferior posterior pulmonary mass, multiple pulmonary nodules, and a left lower lobe infiltrate. Current home medications included self-prescribed high-dose vitamin C. The current pain medication schedule had escalated to include hydromorphone 4 mg orally (PO) every 3 hours as needed, methadone 10 mg PO every 6 hours, morphine 15 mg PO every 3 hours as needed, and gabapentin 300 mg PO four times per day. Although the patient was generally noncompliant with opioid medications and not taking them as prescribed, his daily oral morphine equivalents were equal to 568 mg. He had no known drug or environmental allergies.

Preoperative physical examination revealed a young man with a large mass at the site of the previous right below-the-elbow amputation extending to the proximal humerus. He was in moderate distress rating the pain in his arm as 7/10. He was able to lie flat without shortness of breath with an oxygen saturation of 99%. Airway examination was normal. Preoperative laboratory evaluation including electrolytes, renal function, coagulation function, blood glucose, and hepatic function was within normal limits. The hemoglobin was 14.1 g/dL with a hematocrit level of 42.6%. The anesthesia team had a detailed discussion of anesthetic options with the patient as well as risks and benefits of anesthesia. Risks of prolonged endotracheal intubation and further cardiopulmonary compromise due to the large anterior mediastinal mass were discussed. It was also made clear that there was a risk of intraoperative death. It was ultimately decided that the safest course was a regional anesthetic technique. The patient was transported to the operating room, and routine American Society of Anesthesiologists’ monitors were applied. A nasal cannula with 2 L of oxygen was administered, and the patient was positioned supine. The patient was then prepped and draped in sterile fashion for placement of an interscalene catheter. A high supraclavicular/low interscalene approach was used, and a catheter was placed under ultrasound guidance. A 5 cm 18 G Contiplex® needle was used with a 20 G catheter (B. Braun, Bethlehem, PA, USA). A test dose of 2 mL of 0.5% ropivacaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine was administered and was negative. A total of 15 mL of 0.5% ropivacaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine and 3 mg dexamethasone was administered through

---

**Figure 1** Preoperative photograph showing tumor progression and involvement of the area of previous amputation.

**Figure 2** Preoperative computed tomography scan demonstrating a large anterior mediastinal mass.
the needle. The catheter was then advanced into position, and placement confirmed by ultrasound. The catheter was secured with Dermabond® topical skin adhesive (Ethicon, Johnson and Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ, USA), Steri-strips™, and a clear occlusive dressing. An intercostobrachial nerve block was performed using anatomical landmarks with a total of 13 mL of 0.5% ropivacaine with 1:200,000 epinephrine. After 20 minutes, surgical anesthesia was present without any change in the patient’s respiratory status. Sedation was achieved with incremental doses of midazolam, dexmedetomidine, and ketamine. The estimated blood loss was 250 mL.

Intraoperative fluids included 1,000 mL of Lactated Ringer’s solution. Following completion of the surgical procedure, the patient was transferred to the post-anesthesia care unit. An elastomeric pump was attached to the low interscalene nerve block catheter with an infusion of 0.2% ropivacaine at 6 mL/h. The patient was transferred to the inpatient unit for observation overnight. The patient rated his pain overnight as a 0/10. He refused his chronic pain medications overnight. On postoperative day one, the patient was seen sitting up in bed in no apparent distress. He stated that his pain in his arm was nonexistent. He stated that it just “felt weird” from the nerve block. He was interested in keeping the nerve block catheter for a prolonged amount of time, and therefore, it was coordinated with his palliative home health nurse to deliver and change the local anesthetic bags for the nerve block catheter pump.

He was discharged on postoperative day one. The patient was followed by daily phone calls from the acute pain service team. The patient was given explicit written instructions of care of the peripheral nerve catheter and a phone number to contact in case of questions. The palliative care home nurse traveled to his home every 4 days to change the local anesthetic bag and to inspect the catheter site and dressing. During this time, he had minimal pain and was able to completely wean off of his high doses of preoperative opioid. The patient kept the nerve block catheter for a total of 8 days, after which he pulled the catheter out himself at home. After discontinuation of the nerve block catheter, the patient continued to have low levels of pain and needed minimal opioids for his pain. The patient was very satisfied with his experience with the home peripheral nerve catheter. Per his wishes, he expired comfortably 3 months later at home with wife.

**Comments**

Regional anesthetic techniques are commonly used to provide intraoperative surgical anesthesia as well as postoperative analgesia. In addition to their applications during the perioperative period, they may be useful to control acute and chronic pain of various other etiologies. Our patient presented with a high-grade metastatic osteosarcoma with severe pain related to local tumor progression and cardiorespiratory compromise related to metastatic involvement of the lungs and an anterior mediastinal mass. Given his limited pulmonary reserve and the presence of an anterior mediastinal mass, it was decided to proceed with a regional anesthetic technique to provide surgical anesthesia as well as postoperative analgesia. To date, there are a limited number of case reports outlining the use of regional anesthesia as the primary anesthetic technique for upper extremity amputations.

Various options exist to provide brachial plexus anesthesia. In our patient, surgical anesthesia of the proximal humerus coverage was required which limited the regional anesthetic options to an interscalene or a supraclavicular block. Despite its advantages as a means of avoiding the need for general anesthesia, brachial plexus anesthesia may compromise respiratory function due to phrenic nerve blockade and hemidiaphragmatic paralysis (HDP), especially in the presence of comorbid disease. HDP is a potential complication of both interscalene and supraclavicular blocks, leading to a 30% decline in pulmonary function which may not be tolerated in a patient with limited pulmonary reserve. It has been reported that HDP occurs in 100% of patients following interscalene blockade, whereas the incidence varies significantly (1%–75%) after supraclavicular block has been reported. 

More recently, the use of ultrasound has been shown to decrease the incidence of phrenic nerve blockade during the supraclavicular approach to the brachial plexus. In our patient, a low interscalene/high supraclavicular approach using ultrasound guidance was chosen to potentially limit the risk of HDP and yet provide surgical anesthesia of the proximal humerus. An intercostobrachial nerve block was performed to provide anesthesia for the tourniquet during the procedure. If there are concerns regarding HDP, it is feasible to evaluate diaphragmatic motion using ultrasound after the block is placed while the patient is in the operating room.

The latest advent in regional anesthesia has been the use of outpatient continuous peripheral nerve block (CPNB) catheters with elastomeric or digital infusion devices to provide ongoing analgesia following major outpatient surgical procedures. Although these catheters for postoperative pain are generally left in situ for only a few days, there are reports of their extended use for palliative pain control. The main concern with long-term indwelling catheters is the risk of serious local and deep tissue infections. Anghelescu et al reviewed their experience with 179 CPNB catheters in 116 pediatric hematology/oncology patients (mean age...
of 15.1 years). There were only two (1.12%) infectious complications noted in their cohort, both associated with femoral catheters. The infections were mild and necessitated catheter removal at days 10 and 13. Between 23% and 57% of CPNB catheters become colonized with bacteria, but only 0%–3% result in localized infections, and <1% result in serious infections. The low incidence and severity of infections in various studies indicate that CPNB catheters are a safe method of pain control that carries a limited infection risk, even in the setting of prolonged catheter use and in a potentially immunocompromised patient population. Subcutaneous tunneling of the catheter has been suggested as another option for prolonged use of such catheters to further minimize the risk of infection. Additionally, as with central venous access, the use of a chlorhexidine-impregnated dressing has been suggested as a means of decreasing the incidence of infectious complications of indwelling regional anesthesia catheters.

In conclusion, the use of regional anesthesia in our patient avoided the potential complications of general anesthesia in patient with metastatic lung disease and a mediastinal mass. This allowed for successful surgical resection and a reduction in the pain caused by the expanding tumor mass. Use of the catheter at home provided effective analgesia and eliminated the need for high-dose opioids. The reduction in pain allowed him to resume his daily life activities. Although there has been a significant increase in the use of regional anesthesia during the perioperative period, our anecdotal success suggests that such techniques may also have applications in the treatment of pain during end-of-life care.
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